Check out these biographies of international activists
•

Martin Luther King https://tinyurl.com/ay884772

Relevant and insightful, THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. offers King's seldom
disclosed views on some of the world's greatest and most controversial figures: John F. Kennedy,
Malcolm X, Lyndon B. Johnson, Mahatma Gandhi, and Richard Nixon. It also paints a rich and moving
portrait of a people, a time, and a nation in the face of powerful change. Finally, it shows how everyday
Americans from all walks of life confronted themselves, each other, and the burden of the past-and
how their fears and courage helped shape our future
•

Rosa Parks https://tinyurl.com/4w7ehmmz

Rosa Parks is best known for the day she refused to give up her seat on a segregated bus, sparking the
Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott. Yet there is much more to her story than this one act of defiance.
In this straightforward, compelling autobiography, Rosa Parks talks candidly about the civil rights
movement and her active role in it. Her dedication is inspiring; her story is unforgettable.
•

Mohandas Gandhi https://tinyurl.com/wwkx4z8e

Gandhi was a fascinating, complex man, a brilliant leader and guide, a seeker of truth who died for his
beliefs but had no use for martyrdom or sainthood. His story, the path to his vision of Satyagraha and
human dignity, is a critical work of the twentieth century, and timeless in its courage and inspiration.
•

Nelson Mandela https://tinyurl.com/48wkvhkx

One of the great moral and political leaders of his time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication
to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency
of his country.
•

Desmond Tutu https://tinyurl.com/uvetk2mt

In No Future Without Forgiveness, Tutu argues that true reconciliation cannot be achieved by denying
the past. But nor is it easy to reconcile when a nation "looks the beast in the eye." Rather than repeat
platitudes about forgiveness, he presents a bold spirituality that recognizes the horrors people can
inflict upon one another, and yet retains a sense of idealism about reconciliation. With a clarity of pitch
born out of decades of experience, Tutu shows readers how to move forward with honesty and
compassion to build a newer and more humane world
•

A is for Activist https://tinyurl.com/2smvywt6

A is for Activist is an ABC board book written and illustrated for the next generation of progressives:
families who want their kids to grow up in a space that is unapologetic about activism, environmental
justice, civil rights, LGBTQ rights, and everything else that activists believe in and fight for.
•

Eleanor Roosevelt https://tinyurl.com/3huvkup3

This single volume biography brings her into focus through her own words, illuminating the vanished
world she grew up, her life with her political husband, and the post-war years when she worked to
broaden cooperation and understanding at home and abroad.
•

Greta Thunberg https://tinyurl.com/45dzyze5

This book brings you Greta in her own words, for the first time. Collecting her speeches that have made
history across Europe, from the UN to mass street protests, No One Is Too Small to Make A Difference is
a rallying cry for why we must all wake up and fight to protect the living planet, no matter how
powerless we feel. Our future depends upon it.
•

Harriet Tubman https://tinyurl.com/53wnn5nm

One of the most important and enduring figures in the history of 19th century America, the legendary
conductor on the Underground Railroad is here revealed for the first time as a singular and complex
character, a woman who defied simple categorisation. |In this, the first major biography of Harriet
Tubman in more than 100 years, we see the heroine of children's books and biopics with a new clarity
and richness of detail.
•

Gloria Steinem https://tinyurl.com/jxazuznb

My Life on the Road is the moving, funny, and profound story of Gloria’s growth and also the growth of
a revolutionary movement for equality. From her first experience of social activism among women in
India to her work as a journalist in the 1960s; from the whirlwind of political campaigns to the founding
of Ms. magazine; from the historic 1977 National Women’s Conference to her travels through Indian
Country—a lifetime spent on the road allowed Gloria to listen and connect deeply with people, and to
become part of a movement that would change the world.
•

Dietrich Bonhoeffer https://tinyurl.com/yjnhh396

Malala Yousafzai https://tinyurl.com/s9epf6fj

I am Malala is the remarkable tale of a family uprooted by global terrorism, of the fight for girls'
education, of a father who, himself a school owner, championed and encouraged his daughter to write
and attend school, and of brave parents who have a fierce love for their daughter in a society that
prizes sons.
•

•

Ruth Bader Ginsberg https://tinyurl.com/2vm9rw6z

Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg offers a rich, intimate, unprecedented look
at the justice and how she changed the world. From Ginsburg's refusal to let the slammed doors of
sexism stop her to her innovative legal work, from her before-its-time feminist marriage to her perch on
the nation's highest court - with the fierce dissents to match - get to know RBG as never before. As the
country struggles with the unfinished business of gender equality and civil rights, Ginsburg stands as a
testament to how far we can come with a little chutzpah.

This celebrated biography of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. With previous sections updated and expanded, and
entirely new sections on Bonhoeffer's childhood never before seen in English, this edition is sure to be
the most accurate and inspiring textual rendering of Bonhoeffer to date.
•

Mikhail Gorbachev https://tinyurl.com/jc5mxdeb

Like most who start a revolution, Gorbachev has been left behind. No longer in power, he has been
forced to endure criticism from those wise after the event - most notably Boris Yeltsin, who became
undisputed leader after the failed military coup that finally displaced Gorbachev from office. In these
memoirs Gorbachev reveals his feelings about the sad state of his country today. He tells us of his
childhood in the North Caucasus during the Second World War, of coming to Moscow as a student and
meeting Raisa Maksimovna, of his glittering career as a Party functionary, eventually becoming one of
the most powerful men in the world. This is a historical document of the first importance. It is also a
fascinating human story, an insider's account of the events that we never dared believe could happen.

